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ABSTRACT

Dentin hypersensitivity is a response in exposed dentine with a symptom of clinically sharp and short pain. This condition may occur to exposed dentine due to gingival recession or enamel loss. Dentin hypersensitivity treatment aimed to either occlude the open dentinal tubules or block the neural response of the pulp. Invasive treatment are pulpectomy, restoration or surgery, while non invasive treatment are usually done by using tooth paste or mouthwash which is added by desensitizing agent.
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ABSTRAK


Kata kunci : hipersensitif dentin, resesi gingiva, kehilangan enamel, desensitisasi.
INTRODUCTION

A high prevalence of dentin hypersensitivity in the world was 30% and in Indonesia it was 27% of population, makes it difficult for dentist and patient to control plaque properly due to sharp and short pain resulted. Moreover, hypersensitivity can cause problems in daily activity, especially when eating, drinking, or having a diet. Dentin hypersensitivity was hyper response in open dentine due to stimulus including changes in temperature, chemical, tactile, or evaporation.

The term “dentin hypersensitivity” was firstly described as dentin sensitivity that explains normal response of open dentin. This sensitivity occurs naturally due to extension of odontoblast and a complex formation of dentin - pulp. In histology, this extension of odontoblast processes occurs by thickness of dentin from pulp to dentinoenamel junction (DEJ) and surrounding by dentinal fluid on tubules. Dentinal fluid volume on tubules is 22% of total dentin volume and form connector from pulp to outer layer of dentin.

In periodontology, sensitivity is related with periodontal disease and the treatment, and also root sensitivity. Clinically, dentin hypersensitivity has been described as an acute pain, localized, expand fastly, and short in duration which occurs in all teeth where the most sensitive areas are cervical and root surface.

Dentin hypersensitivity treatment aimed to occlude the dentinal tubules that connecting dentin surface with the nerves on top of the dentin and blocks nerve response of the pulp. The addition of a particular material on toothpaste or mouthwash are also considered as the treatment for dentin hypersensitivity.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Incidence rate of dentin hypersensitivity in the world according to Bartolo was 4-74% of population and 30% in prevalence, and 27% in Indonesia. Albashaireh and Aljamaal explained that the number of dentin hypersensitivity cases on female was higher than on male. Most cases of dentin hypersensitivity occur on age between 21 - 30 years old, which are caninus and first premolar followed by incisivus, second premolar, and molar.

Dentin hypersensitivity can be affected by the number of reasons, including nausea, frequency of vomits, cold and acid drink consumptions, bleaching, gingivitis, scaling, and orthodontic treatment. Bushari et al explained dentin hypersensitivity mechanism that is divided into two phases: localization of lesion which cause dentin exposure due to enamel loss or gingival recession and initial lesion phase which cause the opening of dentinal tubules. In vitro study explains that most of toothpastes containing adhesive material or detergent can cause opening of tubules.

Another theory by Miglani et al explained that dentin hypersensitivity occurs in two phases, localized lesion due to loss of protection that covers the dentin (enamel loss or cementum) and or due to periodontal disease causing gingival recession. Main cause of dentin hypersensitivity is enamel loss on crown or gingival recession causing root exposure.

Dentin hypersensitivity due to enamel loss can occur by non caries cervical lesion including abrasion, erosion, abfraction, or attrition. The most frequent cause is erosion by intrinsic or extrinsic factor, disease related acid gastric dysfunction or systemic disease, bulimia, and diet causing oral environment become more acidic. In the other hand, another study by Ozcan and Canacki argued that the main factor causing enamel loss was attrition with 41.7% prevalence. Attrition was described as the condition causing flattening in cups of teeth.

Abrasion can be generated due to several factors related tooth brushing activity, for example the rigid structures of tooth brush bristles, tooth brushing method and frequency, abrasive tooth brush, and the duration of the whole factors interactions. Abfraction is lesion caused by hyperbiomechanical force causing fracture of enamel prisma or dentin. Study by Bamise et al argued that posterior region is the most affected area.
Gingival recession commonly occurs as patient aging, related to the duration of gingival exposure with etiological factors. Gingival recession has multiple etiological factors which cause cementum loss and dentinal exposure. Several common causes of gingival recession are including the anatomy of the labial plate of the alveolar bone, the thin alveolar bone, fenestration, or other factors causing gingival recession. Poor oral hygiene and bad tooth brushing technique can also cause gingival recession. Moreover, frenulum attachment that makes the tissue moving towards the cementoenamel junction and occlusal trauma to patients with active periodontal disease and periodontal attachment loss may cause the sensitivity even more severe. Another factor causing gingival recession is inadequate attached gingiva, periodontal surgery, scaling, and root planing or crown preparation.

The presence of gingival recession and root exposure will eventually allow a faster tubules opening because the cementum in root is thin and can be easily removed. Prevalence of dentin hypersensitivity due to gingival recession is about 36.8%. 

In periodontia, sensitivity is related to periodontal disease and its treatment, and also sensitivity at the root. The most infected area of dentin hypersensitivity are cervical and root surface. It is enabled by the thickness of enamel in cervical is thinner than other location. In addition, the speed of enamel loss is influenced by tooth brushing activity.

In histology, on dentin hypersensitivity cases, dentinal tubules is twice wider than normal tubules and its quantity of tubules per area is higher.
Several theories about mechanism of dentin hypersensitivity existed, in which one of them is neural theory that explained dentinal tubules is innervated by nerves that can extend up to 100 micron along the dentinal tubules. But the current histological research on dentinal tubules has broken the theory. Other theories are odontoblastic transduction theory that explained odontoblast as a receptor, and hydrodynamic theory that explained pain receptor in the pulp and stimulated by fluid on dentinal tubules.\textsuperscript{6,7,16,11} According to the hydrodynamic theory by Brännst温情，pain is caused by fluid movement in open dentinal tubules due to lesion causing enamel loss or cementum especially in cervical area of tooth.\textsuperscript{19} Fluid movement in dentinal tubules is caused by stimulation that changes the pressure on dentine and activates myelinated A delta fibers around odontoblast or nerve in dentinal tubules that subsequently is recognized as a pain.\textsuperscript{6}

Stimulus causing fluid movement in tubules can be temperature changes, air pressure, osmotic pressure, chemical (for instance: sugary, acidic, or salty food), or mechanical (for instance: extensive pressure on tooth or friction with bristles of brush). Cold stimulation is the most common cause of dentin hypersensitivity. The pain generated may have different level of effects to each individual according to the pain tolerance, physiological, and emotional factor of the patient, including the environment.\textsuperscript{15,19}

Differential diagnose of dentin hypersensitivity is including cracked tooth syndrome, fracture of restoration, sensitivity due to tooth bleaching, caries or pulpitits. To get this diagnose, is important to know the predisposition factor of dentin hypersensitivity, medical record, dietary pattern, and oral hygiene of the patient.

Clinical examination, radiograph, and a diagnostic test usage including percussion, palpation, and vitality test may help the diagnose of dentin hypersensitivity.\textsuperscript{23} Measuring the scale of pain can be using two methods, Verbal Rating Scale (VAS) which is recording patient response after the test using cold air and Visual Analog Scale method.\textsuperscript{4}

A number of previous researches provided evidence that dentin hypersensitivity can be healed by itself. This is enabled by the formation of reparative dentin, sclerotic dentin, or calculus.\textsuperscript{24} However, it is needed to manage the treatments of dentin hypersensitivity in two steps, both preventive and direct treatment. Preventive step is related to the etiology of dentin hypersensitivity aiming to localize the causal lesion that includes improving the oral hygiene, dietary pattern modification, and medical consultation for dentin hypersensitivity due to systemic disease. Direct therapy is aimed to block the neural response on the pulp and occlude the dentinal tubules which became the connector between dentinal surfaces.
to the nerves at the top of dentin. Direct therapy can be done by dentist, patient, or combination of both depends on the pain severity and its influence in quality of life improvement of the patient.\textsuperscript{23}

Blocking neural pulp on dentin hypersensitivity case is commonly done by using potassium salt or potassium nitrate. This material will penetrate the dentinal tubules and decrease neural response of the pulp to the given stimulus by using its ability on increasing the extracellular potassium ion. In addition, potassium ion will diffuse along dentinal tubules and decrease the stimulation of intradental nerve by changing the neural potential membrane. This material can be used daily on toothpaste with the affectivity range of use for 4 weeks.\textsuperscript{4,10,23}

Another treatment method by occluding the dentinal tubules is aimed to decrease the stimulus due to fluid movement on dentinal tubules.\textsuperscript{25} Occluding the dentinal tubules can be done by plugging tubules, dentine sealer, laser, or by periodontal surgery. The materials that can be used to occlude the open dentinal tubules are strontium (chloride, acetate), strontium fluoride, calcium sodium phosphosilicate, oxalate, fluoride, arginine calcium carbonate, and other nanoparticle material with functional agent. Those material are commonly added to the toothpaste or mouthwash and will work by its ability in precipitate the material in tooth surface.\textsuperscript{25}

Adhesive material can also be used for dentin hypersensitivity therapy as a tubules sealer. Adhesive material in form of bonding agent and varnish can be indicated for cases without tooth structure loss. Therapy using this method is easy and fast to do, but also can be easily removed.\textsuperscript{19}

According to the type of treatment, dentin hypersensitivity comprise of non invasive and invasive treatment.\textsuperscript{9,19} Non-invasive treatment can be done by adding material commonly in form of tooth paste, mouthwash, desensitizing agent contained gel; while invasive treatment includes: pulpectomy, restoration, and periodontal surgery.\textsuperscript{4} Laser usage in periodontal surgery for treatment of dentin hypersensitivity is also included in invasive treatment.\textsuperscript{16}

Restoration is commonly done by using composite resin or glass ionomer cement as additional filler to occlude the open dentinal tubules and block the sensitivity by forming a sealing covering. This material restoration usage is only for cases with tooth structure loss.\textsuperscript{19}

Periodontal surgery is aimed to cover the exposed dentin, especially to its exposed root. Another treatment by using laser is aimed to occlude the open dentinal tubules or shallow the depth of dentinal tubules so that fluid movement on the dentinal tubules becoming limited.\textsuperscript{23} Pashley\textsuperscript{26} explained that the mechanism of treatment for dentin hypersensitivity by using laser is to coagulate and precipitate plasma protein on the fluid of dentinal tubules or by influencing the activity of neural fiber.

The alternative dentin hypersensitivity treatment is by using hypnotherapy which is divided into several phases: first discussion phase, introduction phase, intensifying phase or consolidation, intervention phase or therapy, final phase, and final discussion as a follow up. Evaluation of this method do not show a significant affectivity compared with medical therapy. However, hypnotherapy shows the longer duration effect compared with medical methods. Hypnotherapy for dentin hypersensitivity cases is limited only to patients with have knowledge or experience with hypnotherapy.\textsuperscript{27}

**DISCUSSION**

Dentin hypersensitivity case reports are often found in clinical dental practice. This condition leads to a more difficult treatment due to a frequent sharp and short pain. This pain occurs due to fluid movement on dental tubules that stimulates the nerve of the pulp to signal to the brain that is translated as a sharp and short pain.\textsuperscript{1,2}

Dentin hypersensitivity is an excessive response of the given stimulus to open dentinal tubules due to enamel loss and or gingival recession.\textsuperscript{19} Enamel loss is caused by non cervical caries lesion including abrasion, erosion and abfraction or attrition. The most common cause is erosion due to intrinsic or extrinsic factors.\textsuperscript{5} Gingival recession commonly occurs as patient aging, related with the duration of gingival exposure to etiological factors. Several common causes of gingival recession are including the anatomy of the labial plate of the alveolar bone, the thin alveolar bone, fenestration, poor oral hygiene, bad tooth brushing technique, frenulum
attachment that makes the tissue moving towards the cementoenamel junction and occlusal trauma to patients with active periodontal disease with periodontal attachment loss. Another factor causing gingival recession is periodontal surgery, scaling, and root planing or crown preparation, and inadequate attached gingiva.7,9 Pathogenesis of dentin hypersensitivity is divided into two phases: localization of lesion which cause dentin exposure due to enamel loss or gingival recession and initial lesion phase which cause the opening of dentinal tubules.11

Dentin hypersensitivity treatments are aimed to occlude the open dentinal tubules or block neural response of the pulp to decrease pulp response to the stimulus. Treatment planning of dentin hypersensitivity is divided into 2 phases, preventive and direct therapy. Preventive phase is related to the etiology of dentin hypersensitivity aiming to localize the causal lesion that includes improving the oral hygiene, dietary pattern modification, and medical consultation for dentin hypersensitivity due to systemic disease. Direct therapy is aimed to block the neural response on the pulp and occlude the dentinal tubules which became the connector between dentinal surfaces to the nerves at the top of dentin. According to the type of treatment, dentin hypersensitivity comprise of non invasive and invasive treatment, that can be done by dentist, patient, or combination of both depends on the pain severity. Other alternatives are by using laser or hypnotherapy that generally did not show a significant result compared with medical therapy, but hypnotherapy shows the longer duration effect compared with medical methods. 26,27 The treatment method selection is important and need to be adjusted to the etiological factors causing dentin hypersensitivity, the duration of exposure, and severity of the disease.

CONCLUSION

Dentin hypersensitivity is an excessive response on open dentinal tubules with clinically sharp and short pain. Etiology of dentin hypersensitivity are enamel loss and gingival recession. Mechanism of dentin hypersensitivity are divided into two phases, localization of lesion phase and initial lesion phase. Selection of treatment method is adjusted to the etiological factors, the duration of exposure, and severity of the disease, aiming to occlude the dentinal tubules and block neural response of the pulp.
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